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Hector and his friends go on a bus to the Silicon Deep Carnival. Their youth group is going for the day. Everyone is excited.
The youth group leader Miss Finney is there to take care of them. She takes the permission slips from everyone as they get off the bus.
Ranjeet does not fill in his form because he is keeping his information private.

Ming explains to Ranjeet that he can give his real information to Miss Finney.
Miss Finney is an adult they can trust.
Inside the carnival, Hector and his friends see Constable Solosolave. He is next to the Police stand.

"Welcome to the carnival!" he says.
Mr. Gurnard is at the carnival too. He works at the bank, and knows Tama's parents. He says Tama can have a Puffy Bank.

Ming reminds Mr. Gurnard that Tama needs his parents' permission first.
Suddenly, Squid calls out to the crowd. “Ladies and gentlemen, win a prize here. All you do is sign up and give your information, and you can win some music!”

Hector knows to be careful when giving out his information.
“Can we see your rules for the competition first please?” Hector asks. Squid shows the rules, but covers them in ink so Hector can’t read them.
Sprat is excited. He quickly gives his information to Squid. He wants to win the competition.
Sprat wins the competition. All of Sprat’s information is put up on a screen that everyone can see. There are creatures at the carnival who do not look very friendly.

Tama zaps the screen to hide Sprat’s information.
“Can you keep an eye on Ranjeet and Sprat?” asks Constable Solosolave.

Constable Solosolave does not trust Squid. He can see that Squid is taking everyone’s information, and is worried what Squid is going to do next....

Continued in Episode 3.
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